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(“But that’s not how 
we did it in school”)
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SHARE morning



Just to reflect …

•How did YOU do maths in school?
•Did you ENJOY it?
•Do you feel confident EXPLAINING maths 
homework to your children?
• If you found it negative in any way, might you 
transfer your own feelings to your children?



Just an aside …
I’ve heard a lot of people say they ‘were never 
any good at maths’ in school.  
Do we go around saying, ‘I was never any 
good at reading in school’?
Maybe, as a society, it’s okay to find maths 
tricky?  
Is this what we want with our own children?



Aims of today

1.  To understand:
- how we teach calculation methods in school
- why we teach calculations in this way
2.  To give some tips about how to help and 
support your own children at home







How do we teach understanding?



Number lines
These are a very efficient way to calculate, as they are a visual
support for children.  A good maths teacher will use number lines 
right through past Year 6.



Progressing to numbered number lines …



Using number lines for addition (including 
decimals) …



See how we can use number lines to add and subtract.  
Notice the way we keep our labelling clear, with the 
numbers at the bottom and the number operation 
(what we are doing) above.  



Number lines are brilliant for connecting addition 
and subtraction, by showing that subtraction can 
also be counting on.



We also use bar models, which are another 
way of helping children to ‘see’ what maths 
they are doing.



Partitioning
This is a key mental strategy.  It’s learning to separate the tens and 
ones (and hundreds, and thousands … and 1/10ths, 1/100ths, etc)
Partitioning forms the basis of many of our expanded methods.  





A little more about the expanded method …
Here, children are able to see the real value of all the numbers.  We 
need to be very clear about the language we use, so that children 
understand the size of the numbers being added.





















And multiplication … ?
It’s really just repeated addition.
Have you ever heard of arrays?
At first, we use plenty of plates and real objects.  We can also 
use number lines (remember those?).











And finally, division.  Why do we put this last?  
Well, it’s linked to multiplication.  And we do seem 
to find it harder to divide or share than multiply.
Note that, as we go through the school and teach 
division AND multiplication, the more tables the 
children know instantly, the better!












